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Introducing Whatever He Wants, the sexy series that will test your boundaries... Olivia isn't making it

in Hollywood like she thought she would. She would go back home if she knew her father wouldn't

say, "I told you so." Her two roommates are doing fine with their acting careers and they expect her

to pay her share of the rents. So after she can't find a job she gets hired at a place that she would

never admit to anyone. Billionaire Tristan Davis just got a divorce so how does he deal with it? His

favorite underground club where pleasures could be paid for. That's where he meets Olivia. She's

gorgeous and he can control her however he likes. But when his secrets are revealed will she not

want to be around him like everyone else in his life? *This sexy alpha billionaire romance is perfect

for fans of Cassie Cross, Hannah Ford, Deborah Bladon, Kendall Ryan, Lauren Blakely, and J.S.

Scott*
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Does anyone need to use f!'k over 500 times in one short book..yes I had them counted..really!!!!,

and more than once in a sentence it was pathetic. Don't get me started on the grammar worst I have

seen..many of the errors were British English not American which is where I believe the author is



from. Fix the errors and change the wording and you have good story..till then good luck because

you will really stumble on the story.

Well, let me say that I'm no prude. And, normally, don't have a problem with the F'''' word. But, the

MC's language was over the top. Almost every other word he spoke, he used F''''. I mean, it was

really over done. To the point where you couldn't even enjoy the story. He also used the C''' word to

describe Olivia. He acted and sounded like trash, some low life you would expect to see in a seedy

bar. (Only rich). He's that nasty. This could have been a nice romance, but the language, the MC's

personality, well I really couldn't give this more then 2 stars. Not my idea of a billionaire romance.

...well, I don't like this guy at all and it's disconcerting that someone with so much money, authority

and power is so despicable and immoral! this is the first installment so I'm hoping he will redeem

himself.

What a nasty ugly book to read. This was not my type of Billionaire's Romance that I personally

enjoyed reading. This author was just too nasty with her words to enjoy reading this book. No

thanks, dissatisfaction with the story.

The storyline was pretty good. But seriously, could you not come up with any other words other than

f*** and GD to get to the number of words needed to write the book? It really isn't necessary to use

it hundreds of times (almost every other word) to make the story sexy and hot.

I can't believe it didn't get any better!I love to swear. I've been known to drop the F-bomb as a verb,

a noun, an adverb, AND an adjective. That being said, I don't used it in every F@$king sentence I

say! No 41 year old man with an education speaks that way.Also, Bitch isn't a term of endearment

and no one would be fooled to think he switched from thinking his BDSM whore was just a Bitch he

wanted to F@$k to forget his ex-wife, and now that he has fallen in love, and she is his BDSM

girlfriend, she is still his Bitch.Finally, hire a real editor, or fInd a college freshman with an English

major, because he/she could do a better job than whoever (didn't) edit this book.I'm hoping the free

book at the end makes the $0.99 purchase worthwhile, because Whatever He Wants wasn't.What I

Want, is my time and money back!

Whatever He Wants is a nice story written in an enjoyable better-than-average writing style, about -



guess what - how one broke and aimless person meets a driven and cold very rich person, and how

they change each other. Most romances have that general theme. Nothing to write home

about...Ditto here. The characters are fairly well developed and believable, until they fall in love

almost immediately. I don't think I'm giving away any plot secrets here; that's what always

happens.Complications ensue, and the question is will Olivia survive Tristan's bumpy road to

discovering his humanity? Will love overcome the star-crossed lovers' huge flaws and the

destructive forces of evil from outside the budding relationship?There are a few interesting quirks to

the plot, but it is pretty standard fare for an erotic romance. The sex scenes are well done and blend

in enough emotion to satisfy the romantic in us all.

Amazing loved the whole series. Loren and Braelinn sisters coming out of the ashes that was their

childhood. Loren fightd and sacrifices for Braelinn willing. Braelinn on her way to becoming an

attorney, finds out her one nighter is thr apposing attorney. They start a secret affair only to have it

taken away multiple times.
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